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William G

on
01/30/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great product, well made, accurate. Works well with zero issues. 











Brian W

on
11/28/2023




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!
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I will start off by saying this is my first magazine fed rifle. I did lots of research, I wanted a quality budget AR and this seemed like the best all around, with some higher end features. When I picked it up there was some issues with another gun I had ordered but returned, it was still on my order, this distracted me and I did not pay close enough attention during my inspection. One of the things I had heard complaints of with other budget rifles was the clamp on upper. There was not very good pics of the rifle on any website so it was hard to tell on this Delton Sierra. One of the last reviews I watched was a Marine named John. In his video, he emphasized that this Sierra 316L had a clamped and bolted upper. (see pics) The first time I fired the rifle, it had what I would call a major failure, (see pics). This was after about 12-15 rounds. I packed it up and put it in my vehicle and enjoyed the rest of my time shooting at the farm with a new Citadel Tac shotgun and others. When I returned home and started to break it down to clear the malfunction and clean it, I noticed the hand guard was separated from the lower about 3/4”. I was concerned until I looked and noticed my Sierra 316L was different than the one that Delton had provided to John for the review. I was quite frustrated since I made the final decision to purchase the Delton because of his review. Since then I have spoken with Delton, sent them pics, discussed my concerns, received an RA and shipping label as well as I was assured that all would be corrected. This rating can go up or down depending on the outcome. I really hope it goes up as other than the failure and the hand guard, it appears to be a very quality rifle. I will be shipping it off tomorrow. Let’s hope it a quick turn around and it comes back to me with the components it is supposed to have. 











Efrain A

on
11/20/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!
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Execente rifle al momento se disparo alrededor de 500 municiones sin ningun problema bastante preciso y de excelente calidad por el precio pagado. 











James P

on
11/12/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










For the price, it is great. Added a Fortis Shift, an Ergo grip and a CTR stock. Tossed on a HAMR sight and now I’m golden. 











Anthony D

on
10/14/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my first AR. I love this rifle. It's works great. I bought a scope, iron sights, tripod and a laser for it. After multiple trips to the gun range, I've introduced multiple family members to their first experience with an AR rifle which eliminated their fear of them thanks to the media. I've fired over 1000 rounds and the accuracy is still spot on. I definitely recommend this to anyone looking for a dependable .223/ 5.56 rifle. 











Luis Daniel S

on
05/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Preciso y buen rifle para tener 











Michael M

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is the second Del-Ton rifle I have purchased from Bud's and I am very happy with it. Having already owned one, the high level of quality was not unexpected. For the price-point, you're getting a solid rifle, backed by an equally solid company. Definitely recommend. 











Reno G

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Amazing price, good starter ar, shipping was very quick. Recommend buds for all of your needs! 











Charlie S

on
01/09/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










For the price what better can you ask for. At first I was skeptical about the gun but one trip to the range changed everything. Out the box you have a gun that’s ready to go to work, ofc after adding some pop up sights or red dot.. the feel of the gun is decent but for the price you can’t go wrong 











Phillip C

on
12/07/2022




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Seems to function properly. Trigger is very very creepy and rough. Not a two stage. Just unpredictable, creepy, and no idea when or where it breaks. Good for training your marksmanship fundamentals. Parts fit well. Picatinny rail is in spec. Haven't applied anything to the mlok yet but bipod mount is coming. Sheet metal magazine functions properly, believe it or not. Magpul mags just seem to cycle with less action noise don't ask me why that seems true, but it does. Rifle is moderately accurate with a 1:7 twist greentips and heavier ammo grouped about 2 moa for me. Have some 77 grain match coming that I think will be more accurate. Not trying to make a Cadillac out of A KIA here, but my mini14 shoots 2 minutes. Cheap AR that's American made and seems reliable. Enough said. For the price, good value. Needs a trigger [job] and maybe a match upper to even resemble a varmint gun. Still a good value. 











Mika C

on
11/09/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This rifle by Del-ton hands down was an exceptional item, especially for the price. I was excited to be able to do my own unboxing after watching several videos of others, & I was more than ready to start accessorizing soon after I got it. Just recently fired off some rounds, and it has very low recoil, in my opinion. So far so good! Thanx Bud's 











John K

on
07/29/2022




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Looks good. Feels good. Looks well built. For the price, I don’t think there’s a better deal. Haven’t shot it yet, but that day will come, after I add a few goodies to it. The only thing questionable is the adjustable backstock, just seems a lil sloppy, will see how it holds up. But that’s easy enough to remedy. Once again, Buds Gun Shop rocks! 











Jared D

on
07/16/2022




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Very solid firearm for the price. I probably should've gotten the 1:7 just because of the performance with 62gr and I will likely buy a backup barrel with that twist. But it runs 55 grain with zero problems once it got broken in. 











Richard M

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is the first rifle of this type I have owned. So far I have really enjoyed it. It has performed very well without any problems. I think it was a great buy especially for the money. The rifle doesn't come with any sights, but that was easily added later. Would recommend. 











Nathan C

on
03/29/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Amazing gun but did a lot of work to help me get this got it really fast had nothing but fun with it so far no problems whatsoever thanks buds You guys are the best I will continue to buy guns from you guys and only you guys 











Ed G

on
01/29/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I am very impressed with the fit and finish of this weapon. Everything on it is tight with no mis-matched looking parts. I was going to pay a lot more for a weapon from a different manufacturer, and I am really glad that I didn't. I feel that this was a good purchase, with no remorse! 











David F

on
12/23/2021




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I am blown away by the quality of this rifle. I used to always say I'd never get an AR, that they are too expensive. Del-ton has changed my mind. I've had no failures to feed, no defects, no problems at all. The included magazine isn't my favorite, but it functions perfectly and magazines are cheap. I was pleasantly surprised to find that buds has mislabeled this as a 1x9 twist barrel when it came in as 1x7 and del-tons website lists it as 1x7. I had only settled on a 1x9 due to the great price and reviews, and I ended up with what I wanted all along! Thanks buds! 











Vince P

on
02/02/2021




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I am so Pleased with the purchase of my Del-Ton... It performs very bit as good as my Colt If, not better...
It's accuracy is second to none.. And that's right out of the box, no changes made.. Just added my sighting system, was on like pop-corn...!
Thank You Del-Ton for an outstanding weapon, AND Thank You Buds for the awesome service..!
 











Elio G

on
05/23/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome gun. I’ve had it for around 6 months now. Zero problems. Great quality. 











Sean G

on
03/22/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great product. Really pleased with this purchase. I have no issues to date with this firearm and I highly recommend this for anyone who is looking to purchase an AR. the Rifle is made with quality parts and feels and looks great. It ate everything I've Feed through it so far with no problems. Although you will have to buy Iron sights and/or some type of optic for this rifle it is an absolute dream. I'm currently running an Aim point Comp m-2 on mine. 











Brian A

on
01/11/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have over a dozen purchases with Buds - another fast delivery and quality purchase. Only had time to put 100 rounds through it - cheap Russian ammo. Put 3X prism site on it, one shot at 25yds was close enough, backed up to 100 yds was 4 inches high, adjusted and kept 3 inch group. I have some PMags that I use in my Colt and other Delton AR-15, so I did not use the mag that it came with. The trigger pull is not the best - about 7lbs, but for $450 you can not go wrong. Having said that, the Colt trigger pull was not that good and I replaced it. I am pleased with the purchase. Will purchased $12 trigger spring and the pull will be about 4 lbs - did the same on last Delton. 











Christopher M

on
01/07/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great guns and great customer service, highly recommend Del Ton and Budsguns.com 











Steve B

on
12/18/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've put about 300 rounds of mixed ammo through it - very accurate and fun to shoot. I added red dot and 3x magnifier and shooting 2 inch groups at 100 yards. Great gun for the money. 











Antonio Y

on
11/07/2019




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I put 300 rds of Hornady Black .223 62 grain through it and it never missed a beat. When it arrived, I added modifications right away. I do recommend replacing the stock and the grip due to the stock not having any rubber backing and a rubber grip will give you something better to grab onto. But overall, it's a very great and affordable AR-15. 











Daryl B

on
10/04/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ok ! Let me get to the point ! I bought a Delton sierra in August . after a good cleaning and lube off to the ranger with a set of add on flip up sites . After zeroing in at fifty yards with federal 556 we ( wife ) were able to keep most shots inside a half dollar ! NOT BAD FOR TWO OVER 65 YEAR OLDS!! no function problems of any kind ! excellent rifle ! buds had to best selection and a very competitive price ( i could have bought for $50 less ) but i prefer to give my business to Buds simply because the folks at Buds do everything they can to help resolve any problem as quickly as possible ! ( usually a phone call ) I have never had a problem that Buds didn't fix ASAP !!! not to mention easy to use website , easy to order , easy to check and track you orders , Buds always comes through for their customers ! So after our trip to the range the wife like the rifle so much she had me to order a second Delton Sierra for the her ! Same excellent results with the fit finish function of her rifle !! HAPPY WIFE ! HAPPY LIFE !!! Warden just told me she wants to use her new rifle for some coyote hunting this winter ! now to figure out an optic for her !!!! AGAIN BUDS ROCKS ! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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